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The  n ew pend u lum lo u n ger  fo r  yo u r  h om e.



The firsT lounger using moTion 
To help you unwind

now there is a simple way for you to generate energy while you are sleeping: with power napping. 

simply close your eyes and swAy – the new lounger from KlAfs – will sway you into a rejuve-

nating power nap with its gentle pendulum motion. within seconds your body will be overcome by 

a blissful sensation that will not only allow you to forget the routine of everyday life but you will be oblivious 

to the motion of the lounger. instead, the pendulum frequency sees to it that body and mind comes to rest. 

even if you do not go into a deep sleep during this time, all it takes is 15 to 20 minutes to wake up fully  

relaxed once again. Consequently not only are your concentration and performance enhanced, but you are 

able to get on with your day with greater zest. irrespective of the time of day!  

A safety concept that has inspired the German Association 

for Technical Inspection, TÜV: Not only is the appearance 

of the aluminium coloured edge-protection strip  

particularly upscale, but it also ensures  

safety thanks to the Safety Stop. 

 

Findings by the Fraunhofer IAO confirm that you relax 

quicker with the sophisticated motion technology of 

SWAY than with conventional rest. 

Contemporary and timeless at the same time, the 

upscale design of swAy will enhance any  

ambiance. The high quality craftsmanship of the 

lounger is inviting and can aesthetically be suitably placed 

in any sauna or relaxation area or even can be used as  

a guest bed. Technology and adjustable feet disappear 

below the lounger so that they are not visible, which not 

only visually provides the appearance of the floating ob-

ject; psychologically the sway sensation provides the user 

with the unique ‘floating’ experience. A practical added 

benefit: The height adjustable feet ensure that it stands 

secure on any floor surface. 

for visual compatibility you can choose the colour of the 

cover to coincide with your personal taste and furnishings. 

The soft textile leather feels good to the touch, is extremely 

durable and is easy to clean and maintain. first-rate work-

manship and the high quality that is synonymous with 

KlAfs will guarantee that with swAy you will be able to 

achieve wellness for more than just 15 minutes, but for 

many years to come.

Sand Beige

White

Sagarik Gold

Fango

Chocolate

Black

Our selection of available colours in textile leather – our spe-

cialised consultants will gladly advise you on other materials. 

Top quality workmanship in minute detail: Upholstery covers 

made from textile leather with classical leather grain and  

ornamental stitching in contrasting colour make SWAY a 

highly exclusive piece of furniture.  
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